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Body Talk

Distance Body Talk sessions

GOING QUANTUM

Go quantum: the logical way to natural health and wellness!

Quantum physics research and modern scientific discoveries show convincingly that distant 

healing (also known as remote healing, distance healing or long-distance healing) is just as 

effective as face-to-face treatments in achieving holistic health and wellness for the mind and 

body. Quantum physicists have argued for the existence of the ZERO POINT FIELD, through 

which we are all connected, and this connection is independent of time and space. This important 

finding gives scientific credibility to distant healing. You can think of distant healing as wireless 

technology - it works in ways similar to cell phones and the Internet.

HOW SCIENCE MEASURES THE EFFECTS OF DISTANT HEALING

The effect of distant healing can be measured through the so called Polycontrast Interference 

Photography (PIP), a devise developed by Dr Thornton Streeter DSc. CEO CBS. PIP is now used 

worldwide for validating various alternative therapies. It highlights areas of well-being and 

disease with clear patterns and colours. Clinical data from trials in which the PIP technique was 

used to measure the level of healing obtained during distant healing sessions showed remarkable 

measurable difference between the Before and After pictures. In one of those trials the patient 

was in India and the practitioner was in Sweden. PIP indicated that the patient responded 

instantly to the remote healing treatment, and areas highlighted as blocked/diseased before the 

treatment cleared immediately after the treatment. In another trial, distant BodyTalk sessions 

were sent from Colorado, USA, to subjects at the Center for Biofield Science in Pune, India. In 

this experiment (conducted by Thornton Streeter DSc., Dr.Ravi Pryag, Dr. Vaibhav Lunkad, 

MBBS, Don Ka'imi Pilipovich, DAc, LMT, and Shivali Dandekar), the biofield scans reported 

noticeable changes in the biofield of ALL experimental subjects while the BodyTalk distant 

healing was being performed.

Thousands of people nowadays choose to have distant BodyTalk sessions, either because the 

practitioner they like does not live in their area, or simply because it saves time.

I have clients from various provinces in South Africa and Internationally in Canada, Thailand and 

United Kingdom.

All distant clients have been reporting remarkable improvement in their physical and mental 

health and wellness, from their distance BodyTalk sessions.


